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Consumption of takeaway food is a public health concern, especially in relation to obesity and related diseases(1). While the UK has
postulated a standardised traffic light labelling system to address this problem(2) the evidence remains equivocal(3) and many takeaway
establishments have not participated. Consumers generally misjudge the energy they consume and find calorie information difficult
to interpret. This may be related to how caloric information is presented and evidence suggests that physical activity equivalents
are effective in reducing point of purchase energy(4,5). Therefore, the present study introduces the use of physical activity as an alter-
native method of presenting energy for takeaway food. Samples of takeaway meals (n = 717) were collected from small independent
establishments and analysed for total energy by an accredited public analyst laboratory and converted to jogging hours using
metabolic equivalent (METS)(6). Meal categories were compared using a one way ANOVA. Results revealed a high variability in
mean hours of general jogging with significant differences between meal categories (p< 0·001, Figure 1). Pizza meals were the highest
in jogging hours with up to 5 h per meal for females.

This current study presents evidence on takeaway food, not only showing high levels of physical activity requirements for energy
expenditure but also offers an alternative method of presenting caloric information to consumers. Previous studies have found this
concept to be effective in the USA(4,5). Considering the lack of conclusive evidence on nutritional labelling in various formats, physical
activity equivalents should be considered for future research to reduce energy intake in the fast and takeaway food industry where
meals are excessively high in energy.
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Figure 1. Mean hours of jogging for both males and females (means ± SD)
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